
How WADPA will operate under alert level 2 


We will open the studio for Classes from Monday 25th May. 
Dancers must be enrolled and on the class roll for them to attend. If Dancer’s have been 
doing classes online then they will be enrolled in those classes, you will need to notify us 
if Dancer’s are wanting to enrol in any other classes. If Dancer’s have not been doing 
online classes they will need to re enrol in all classes they wish to participate in. To enrol 
or re enrol please email holly@wadpadance.nz or click on ‘online registration’ from the 
homepage of our website.


If you have not already sent through the updated contact details we have requested, 
please do so asap. We need to update all contact details and require - Dancer/s Name, 
Date of Birth, Address, Parent/Guardian Name, Contact Phone number/s and email 
address.

If a dancer is not enrolled they will not be able to attend the class and will be asked to 
leave the studio. It is very important that our records and enrolments are up to date to 
ensure we have the information readily available should we need to provide details for 
contact tracing.

We will be keeping our classes small to make social distancing possible, so again, please 
make sure your dancer is enrolled.


Melody Bear Classes  - We will continue to offer the online class on a Tuesday at 10am 
for the remainder of Term 2. We will also offer a 2pm studio class on a Tuesday. 


The time table will stay as it is for the remainder of Term 2, classes are 30 minutes with a 
10 minute break between each class - this will allow Teachers to Sanitise the Bars and 
equipment and it will allow Dancers time to leave before the next group of Dancers enter 
the Studios. 


We will continue to offer the classes online via zoom for those who do not wish to return 
to the studio at this time. The teacher will be in the studio teaching the class and students 
that are there, they will also set up a zoom meeting and share that link in Movitae, 
students then join that meeting just as they have been doing and they will then be part of 
the class. 


No parents or spectators will be allowed in the studio except those in melody Bear on a 
Tuesday afternoon, these parents will need to wait in the hallway and social distance. 
Only dancers are to enter the studio and only for their classes. We can not have students 
hanging around and mingling while waiting for classes so please only enter the studio 5 
minutes prior to your class starting and leave immediately when your class has finished, if 
you have back to back classes dancers are able to stay in the studio whilst the transition 
occurs. As children will need to be picked up and dropped off please be patient with each 
other, please also bare in mind that we are based in a busy shared driveway so please 
give your children clear instructions on where you will be picking them up, we do not want 
to see children wondering around amongst moving vehicles looking for their parents. 

There may be circumstances when a parent will need to enter the studio with permission, 
in this instance they will need to register their details on the sheet that will be on the hall 
way table, this will include the time you enter and exit the studio along with contact 
details.
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Dancers will be required to Sanitise their hands as they enter and exit the Studio, 
Sanitiser will be available at the Main door. If your Dancer has their own Sanitiser then we 
encourage them to use it.


Dancers will need to bring their own hand towel to use in the bathroom for drying their 
Hands.


If a Dancer is unwell in any way please do not enter the studio, please email to advise the 
Dancer will not be in class.


IMPORTANT STUDIO RULES; 

	 * Dancer’s must be enrolled 

	 * Social distancing - not being close to others

	 * Must Sanitise Hands

	 * Must bring own hand towel

	 * No touching anyone

	 * No Hugging

	 * No hand holding

	 * No hand shakes

	 * No bags, phones or any other items except a drink bottle are to be taken into the 	
	   dance studio. If you have a bag or other items with you it will need to be left in the 
	   hallway

	 * Please make sure your drink bottles are named

	 * Do not share drinks or food

	 * No congregating in waiting areas, the hallway or outside the WADPA Building

	 * No Parents or Spectators in the Studio

	 * Do not enter studio if unwell


FAQ 
What if I want to re enrol in term 2 but only when the studio opens? Is this possible 
and what is the cost? 
Yes, you can enrol when we go back into the studio from 25th May, the cost is the 
remainder of the term (6 weeks). Per class


Will the end of year show still go ahead? 
We are so determined that the show will go ahead. Our show is not planned until early 
Dec this year so the likelihood is good….fingers crossed!


Will the fundraising concert still go ahead? 
At this stage, probably not. We will keep you updated as we may be able to postpose this 
until term 3


Are we still going to do exams? 
We still don’t know for sure. Once we know we will let you know. If for any reason they do 
not go ahead all money paid will be refunded. In some instances we may hold an internal 
assessment and allow dancers to go up a grade next year if they are capable. For older 
dancers and vocational we will plan two sessions in 2021 to keep you on target.




Can I keep doing online classes? 
Yes, we will run each class via zoom although it will look more like a Facebook live class 
rather than what the normal zoom classes have looked like. You will however be able to 
keep up at home. Online classes will run until the end of term 2


What Happens when we return back to the studio? 
When we return to the studio on the 25th may we will be on the current online timetable, 
this will allow us a 10min gap between classes for cleaning and class crossover.


What if I don’t want to return for term 2? 
Not a problem, just let us know and we will remove you from our contact lists.



